Abstract. Membrane Computing is a biologically inspired computational model. Its devices are called P systems and they perform computations by applying a finite set of rules in a synchronous, maximally parallel way. In this paper, we open a new research line: P systems are used in Computational Topology within the context of the Digital Image. We choose for this a variant of P systems, called tissue-like P systems, to obtain in a general maximally parallel manner the segmentation of 2D and 3D images in a constant number of steps. Finally, we use a software called Tissue Simulator to check these systems with some examples.
Introduction
Natural Computing studies new computational paradigms inspired from Nature. It abstracts the way in which Nature "computes", conceiving new computing models. There are several fields in Natural Computing that are now well established as are Genetic Algorithms ( [8] ), Neural Networks ( [10] ), DNA-based molecular computing ( [1] ).
Membrane Computing is a theoretical model of computation inspired by the structure and functioning of cells as living organisms able to process and generate information. The computational devices in Membrane Computing are called P systems [15] . Roughly speaking, a P system consists of a membrane structure, in the compartments of which one places multisets of objects which evolve according to given rules. In the most extended model, the rules are applied in a synchronous non-deterministic maximally parallel manner, but some other semantics are being explored.
According to their architecture, these models can be split into two sets: celllike P systems and tissue-like P systems [19] . In the first systems, membranes are hierarchically arranged in a tree-like structure. The inspiration for such architecture is the set of vesicles inside the cell. All of them perform their biological processes in parallel and life is the consequence of the harmonious conjunction of such processes. This paper is devoted to the second approach: tissue-like P systems.
Segmentation in computer vision (see [9] ), refers to the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments (sets of pixels). The goal of segmentation is to simplify and/or change the representation of an image into something that is more meaningful and easier to analyze.Image segmentation is typically used to locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images. More precisely, image segmentation is the process of assigning a label to every pixel in an image such that pixels with the same label share certain visual characteristics.
There exists different techniques to segment an image. Few techniques are Clustering methods [7] , Histogram-based methods [12] , Watershed transformation methods [23] , Graph partitioning methods [22] .
Some of the practical applications of image segmentation are like Medical Imaging [7] , Study of Anatomical Structure, Locate objects in Satellite Images (roads, forests, etc.) [11] , Face Recognition [21] .
J. Chao and J. Nakayama connected in [4] Natural Computing and Algebraic Topology using Neural Networks (extended Kohonen mapping). We use for the first time, the power and efficiency of a variant of P systems called tissue-like P systems(see [5] ) to segment the image in 2D.
The paper is structured as follows: in the next section we present the definition of basic tissue like P systems with input and show an example to understand how these systems work. In section 3, we design a family of systems for edgebased segmentation in 2D image. After, we check our model using a software called tissue simulator with two images very easy. At the end of this section, we introduce a family of tissue-like P systems to obtain an edge-based segmentation of 3D images. Finally, some conclusions and future work are given in the last section.
Description of a Model of Membranes
Membrane computing models was first presented by Martín-Vide et al. in [13] and it has two biological inspirations (see [14] ): intercellular communication and cooperation between neurons, but in this paper we work with a variant presented in [19] with cell division and the system which is presented by Díaz-Pernil presented in [6] a formalization of Tissue-like P systems (without cellular division). The common mathematical model of these two mechanisms is a network of processors dealing with symbols and communicating these symbols along channels specified in advance.
The main features of this model, from the computational point of view, are that cells have not polarizations (the contrary holds in the cell-like model of P systems, see [16] ) and the membrane structure is a general graph.
Formally, a tissue-like P system with input of degree q ≥ 1 is a tuple
where 1. Γ is a finite alphabet, whose symbols will be called objects, Σ(⊂ Γ ) is the input alphabet, E ⊆ Γ (the objects in the environment), 2. w 1 , . . . , w q are strings over Γ representing the multisets of objects associated with the cells at the initial configuration, 3. R is a finite set of communication rules of the following form:
A tissue-like P system of degree q ≥ 1 can be seen as a set of q cells (each one consisting of an elementary membrane) labelled by 1, 2, . . . , q. We will use 0 to refer to the label of the environment, i Π denotes the input region and o Π denotes the output region (which can be the region inside a cell or the environment).
The strings w 1 , . . . , w q describe the multisets of objects placed in the q cells of the system. We interpret that E ⊆ Γ is the set of objects placed in the environment, each one of them available in an arbitrary large amount of copies.
The communication rule (i, u/v, j) can be applied over two cells labelled by i and j such that u is contained in cell i and v is contained in cell j. The application of this rule means that the objects of the multisets represented by u and v are interchanged between the two cells. Note that if either i = 0 or j = 0 then the objects are interchanged between a cell and the environment.
Rules are used as usual in the framework of membrane computing, that is, in a maximally parallel way (a universal clock is considered). In one step, each object in a membrane can only be used for one rule (non-deterministically chosen when there are several possibilities), but any object which can participate in a rule of any form must do it, i.e, in each step we apply a maximal set of rules. Now, to understand how we can obtained a computation of one of these P systems we present an example of them:
Consider us the tissue-like P system Π = (Γ, Σ, E, w 1 , w 2 , R, i Π , o Π ) where
We can observe the initial configuration of this system in the figure 1 (a) . We have four rules to apply, and after applying the rules the next configuration is shown in (b), the system apply one time each one of them. If reader looks at the elements in the environment one can observe the number of the copies of the elements a, b, e always are one, because they are the objects that appear in the environment initially (we have an arbitrary large amount of copies of them), but d has two copies because it is not an initial element of the environment. Usually, the elements of the environment are not described in the system to better understanding of the configurations of this.
Segmenting Digital Images in Constant Time
In this section, we segment images based on edge-based segmentation. Edgebased segmentation finds boundaries of regions which are sufficiently different from each other. We define two family of tissue-like P systems for edge-based segmentation, one of them to segment 2D images and after, we adapt these systems to segment 3D images.
A Family of Tissue-Like P Systems for a 2D Segmentation
We can divide the image in multiple pixels forming a network of points of N 2 . Let C ⊆ N be the set of all colors in the given 2D image and they are in a certain order. Moreover, we will suppose each pixel is associated with a color of the image. Then we can codify the pixel (i,j) with associated color a ∈ C by the object a ij .
The following question is the adjacency problem. We have decided to use in this paper the 4-adjacency [2, 3] .
In this point, we want to find the border cells of the different color regions present in the image. Then, for each image with n × m pixels (n, m ∈ N) we will construct a tissue-like P system whose input is given by the objects a ij codifying a pixel, with a ∈ C. The output of the system is given by the objects that appear in the output cell when it stops.
So, we can define a family of tissue-like P systems to do the edge-based segmentation to 2D images. For each n, m ∈ N we consider the tissue-like P system Π = (Γ, Σ, E, w 1 , w 2 , R, i Π , o Π ), defined as follows:
c) R is the following set of communication rules:
These rules are used when image has two adjacent pixels with different associated colors(border pixels), and the pixel with less associated color is marked and system brings from the environment an object representing this marked pixel(edge pixel).
The rules mark with a bar the pixels which are adjacent to two same color pixels and which were marked before, but with the condition that the marked objects are adjacent to an other pixel with a different color. Moreover, an edge object representing the last marked pixel is brought from the environment.
This rule is used to send the edge pixels to the output cell.
An overview of the Computation: Input objects a ij codifying the colored pixels from an 2D image appear in the input cell and with them the system begins to work. Rules of type 1, in a parallel manner, identify the border pixels and bring the edge pixels from the environment. These rules need 4 steps to mark all the border pixels. From the second step, the rules of type 2 can be used with the first rules at the same time. So, in other 4 steps we can bring from the environment the edge pixels adjacent to two border pixels as we explain above. System can apply the first two types of rules simultaneously in some configurations, but it always applies the same number of these two types of rules because this number is given by edge pixels(we consider 4-adjacency). Finally, the third type of rules are applied in the following step on edge pixels appear in the cell. So, with one step more we will have all the edge pixels in the output cells. Thus, we need only 9 steps to obtain an edge-based segmentation for an n × m image. Then, we can conclude the problem of edge-segmentation in 2D images is resolved in this paper in a constant time respect to the number of steps of any computation.
Checking This Family of Systems with Tissue Simulator
We have used a software called tissue-simulator (See section 2) introduced by Borrego-Ropero et al. in [20] . We have simulated our family of systems to segment 2D images with this software. Finally, we have introduced as instances of our system the examples that appear in 3 (a) and, in a constant number of steps we have obtained a codifying of the edge-segmentation (that appear in 3 (b)) of the examples introduced before.
We consider, in a first case an 8 × 8 image, and the order of the colors used in this image is the following: green, blue and red. In a second case we work with an image of size 12 × 14. In this example, we take the colors in the following order: Red, green, brown, orange, black, blue and light blue. r-red; b-blue; B-dark blue; g-green; y-yellow; n-brown; k-black; blank-white.
Segmenting 3D Images
The following step to consists to extend our models to work with 3D images. Now, the input dates are voxels ((i, j, k) ∈ N 3 ) that the are codifying by the elements a ijk , with a ∈ C.We use here 26-adjacency relationship between voxels. Then, we can define a family of tissue-like P systems. For each n, m ∈ N we consider the Π = (Γ, Σ, E, w 1 , w 2 , R, i Π , o Π ) to do an edge-based segmentation to a 3D image as follows
c) R is the following set of rules:
and (i 2 , j 2 , k 2 ) adjacents voxels and finally, a, b ∈ C with a < b. These rules are used when image has two adjacent border voxels. Then, system brings from the environment an object representing the voxel with less associated color (edge voxel).
These rules are used to send the edge voxels to the output cell.
An overview of the Computation: This computation would be very similar if we consider an 26-adjacency in 3D. Rules of type 1 identify the border pixels and bring the edge pixels from the environment. These rules need as much 26 steps for this. Finally, the second type of rules are applied in the following step and send the edge pixels to the output cell. So, we need again a constant amount of steps to resolve the edge-segmentation problem in 3D.
Conclusions and Future Work
It is shown in this paper, if we consider a 4-adjacency, a segmentation of a 2D image can be given in a constant number of steps using tissue-like P systems.
With this paper new research lines have been opened. We can work in some of them directly, define new systems to obtain other homological informations (spanning trees, homology gradient vector field, representative cocycles of cohomology generators, etc) for 2D or 3D images. But, other lines need more time and deep research work, as are: to develop an efficient sequential software using these techniques, to develop an efficient software working with a cluster. Moreover, both of them could be applied in different areas as are: medical imaging, locate objects in satellite in satellite images, etc.
